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My Mission Of This Web Site Is To Tell TRUTH And
To Expose LIES
Lorraine Day, M.D.

A

DENSE DARKNESS IS FALLING OVER AMERICA AND THE WORLD.
Truth-tellers are becoming an extinct breed. Many Americans are afraid to speak the
truth or even to hear the truth, fearful of intimidation by the government, and ridicule
and ostracism by their friends and family.
Some on the Internet, who are willing to post “all points of view,” are becoming increasingly
squeamish about taking a hard stand for truth on sensitive issues. They exercise their “Freedom
of Speech” (sort of) while still trying to remain politically correct, attempting to dance delicately
through the political minefields while trying to remain “acceptable” to all sides.
All too frequently these days, when one boldly speaks truth, the listener begins to get nervous
and fidgety, furtively glancing over his or her shoulder, and often responds, “You better be
careful what you say.”
Whatever happened to REAL Freedom of Speech in America? On this web site, you will find
an in-depth analysis of the story behind the news, the real truth - from the political, social,
religious and medical perspectives - and where each story fits into the bigger picture of the
diabolical plan of the Illuminati and the Zionist Jews to destroy America and to rule the World.
This web site is owned and operated by Lorraine Day, M.D. ALL of the information written on
this web site has been written by Lorraine Day, M.D., who is totally responsible for its content,
with the exception of links to other documentation to support this web site information. In those
cases, it will be obvious that another author has written it.
My Mission is to Tell TRUTH and to Expose LIES
I believe in the following:
God created All persons equal. No person is better than any other person. God loves
everyone the same. I do NOT believe in “Supremacy” of ANY person, ethnicity, group,
organization or nation above another.
There are Truth-tellers (on specific topics) found in all groups: Christians, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, New Agers, and in many other groups. There are also, in every one of
these groups, those who tell Lies.
This web site exposes the Lies, irrespective of the person who tells them. This web site
attacks the Lies, and NOT the person.
Eventually, God will save everyone He has created, not IN their sins, but FROM their
sins. AFTER they have reaped what they have sown! No one will get away with anything!
But God does not throw away anything that He has created. Instead, eventually He will make
"ALL new!?
When TRUTH is told here, it is told without compromise. You will notice that this web
site has no advertisers and does not solicit donations, two situations that tend to compromise any
Truth-teller.
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Every person has been given by God, the right and obligation to tell Truth and expose
Lies. In addition, the Constitution of the United States, if indeed it is still in effect at all, gives
U.S. citizens this right.
I am not an activist, I am a Truth-teller. I do not picket or march in support of political,
religious or social agendas nor do I encourage others to do so. I have no organization. I just write
and speak Truth.
I am a pacifist. I do not believe in violence, I don't believe in war of any kind and I don't
believe in guns for self-defense even though I uphold every U.S. citizen's right to bear arms
according to the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights. I am not a member of any Patriotic
organization although I consider myself to be a Patriot. I love America the way it should have
been, not the way it is now.
I am a Bible-believing Christian but I do not believe in Organized Religion. I believe
that Christianity is NOT a religion, it is a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. I believe the
"Organized Churches" have usurped the place of Jesus Christ.
A true Christian will exhibit the character of Christ, and therefore will always be a
pacifist, will not support war of any kind, will love his or her enemies, and will do good to those
who hate him or her. A true Christian will want to know Truth (Jesus said, " I AM the Truth")
and will not be afraid to share Truth with others.
The present-day Jews are NOT God's "Chosen People." God does NOT play favorites.
He doesn't love some more than others. God's "Chosen People" are the true followers of Christ
who are "Chosen" for one thing only: to exhibit to the world the character and disposition of
Jesus Christ, no matter what happens to them. Everyone, eventually, will be in this category.
I believe that being a Truth-teller is more important than preserving one's own life.
Who’s Who
In the New World Order
Definition of Terms
that will be used on this website
“Have I become your enemy because I tell you the truth?”
Apostle Paul, Galatians 4:16
Anti-Christianity: A term that is all but absent from the vocabulary of the population even
though it is being practiced daily all over the world, including in America. Why? Because the
Anti-Christian barrage comes from the media, virtually ALL of which is controlled by the Jews
– who HATE Christianity. The media and all the Jewish organizations, including the Jewish
ACLU and Jewish Hollywood, spew hatred continually against Christianity yet they scream
“Anti-Semitism” when anyone says something that “offends” the Jews, even when that “something” can be proved in a Court of Law to be TRUE!
Anti-Semitism: Here is the definition of Anti-Semitism from the lips of a Jew: “Anti-Semitism
does NOT signify opposition to Semitism. THERE IS NO SUCH THING. It is an expression
we use effectively as a SMEAR WORD, used to brand anyone who brings criticism against us.”
Harold W. Rosenthal (Jewish), administrative assistant for then-U.S. Senator Jacob K. Javits
(Jewish) of New York, in an interview with American Christian magazine editor, Walter White.
“A man is considered an anti-Semite if he calls a Jew a Jew.” Hillaire Belloc, quoted in Culture
Wars (Sept 2000).
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“My unpardonable crime,” said Boris Lunachev, a former leader of the Communist Youth in
Russia, “was to call a Jew a Jew.”
Eighty to ninety percent of all the “Jews” in the world have NO Semitic ancestry, they are
Khazars - - of “Gentile” origin, barbarian Mongol Turks, from the area of Khazaria (now the
Caucasus portion of Western Russia), people who, in about 740 A.D., accepted the religion
and/or culture of Judaism. Very few, if any, “Jews” in the world today, have any Semitic blood
(Semite, from the word Shemite. Shem was one of the sons of Noah). See The Thirteenth Tribe,
by Jewish author, Arthur Koestler.
This term, anti-Semitism, is often incorrectly used by “Jews” to smear and discredit non-Jews
who are looking for truth in history.
If one tells the truth about the Jews, such as “The Jews own Hollywood” (something they admit
to each other), or “The Jews own the media” (something they brag about among themselves),
one is considered an “anti-Semite.”
This is a clever subterfuge to eliminate any criticism of any Jew for any thing. If any Jews
happen to be involved in any under-handed or even illegal activities, and someone exposes that
activity, that person is branded an “anti-Semite.”
It is a convenient way for them to avoid dealing directly with the truth of the issues. So
instead, they viciously attack the messenger.
The most anti-Semitic group of people on earth are the Jews, themselves. Arabs are of Semitic
origin and the majority of Jews appear to hate the Arabs, at least in Israel. The Israeli
government’s plan is to annihilate all Arabs in the same way they are “genociding” the Palestinians.
In addition, the BIG Jews, the leaders of International Jewry, are extremely anti-Semitic because
they hate the rank and file Jews who are not in their own “club.”
Iraqi Jews who have immigrated to Israel have been the object of bigotry and prejudice by the
eastern European Jews in Israel. Encouraged to relocate in Israel because of their experience as
farmers, work that the eastern European Jews feel is beneath them, the Iraqi Jews are treated as
second class citizens because they work with their hands.
The rank and file Jews have no idea how expendable they are considered by their own leaders.
They are encouraged to live in dangerous war zones, such as Israel and the territories to “secure
the land” for their masters, while their leaders live in safety, comfort and luxury in other
countries. The rank and file Jews are being used by their Jewish leaders as throw-away pawns
in a big-stakes game for control of the world.

When will they wake up?
“Anti-Zionist” Jews? There’s NO SUCH THING! Some Jews claim to be Anti-Zionism,
including a group of Orthodox Jews known as the Neturei Karta. The Neturei Karta rabbis have
infiltrated non-Zionist Christian organizations and have totally deceived supposedly non-Zionist talk show hosts both on radio and on the Internet into believing that they, the Neturei Karta,
are, indeed, against Zionism. They also were invited to the recent Iranian Holocaust Revisionist
Conference, thereby revealing that they also have deceived the President of Iran.
However, the Neturei Karta is an organization of Jewish Rabbis whose “holiest” book is the
Talmud – a book that is the absolute origin of Zionism, Communism, Anti-Christianity,
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Anti-Gentile hate propaganda, and the total control of the entire world! If anyone believes in
the Talmud, they are, by definition, a Zionist, no matter what they pretend to be!
Judaism is a “chameleon” culture/religion. It “becomes” whatever is necessary in order to
deceive and trick non-Jews
Bilderbergers: The Bilderberger Group coercively manipulates global finances and establishes
rigid and binding monetary rates around the world. It determines who will become rulers, and
removes from power those it dislikes. Its agenda is to enrich its members at the expense of the
human rights of the people, promote and condone environmental degradation worldwide solely
for profit, remove all traces of national sovereignty from every nation, and create a One World
Government.
Centres for Disease Control: The Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), founded
in 1946 as a division of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), is the
principal agency in the United States government whose perceived job it is to protect the health
and safety of all Americans.
Unfortunately, the CDC is primarily a propaganda tool for the emerging One World Government, to promote vaccinations and other harmful drugs, to protect political correctness rather
than the health of the public (such as in the AIDS epidemic), to spread disinformation and
frighten the public into taking harmful and ineffective vaccinations for NON-epidemics, to
suppress the true methods of natural healing and instead promote drug medicine, and to cover
up REAL health issues such as; Mad Cow disease, Aspartame (Nutra-sweet), and the deadly
hazards of chemotherapy and radiation, etc.
Christian: A true follower of Christ. One who has a personal relationship with Jesus Christ
and one who exhibits the character and disposition of Jesus Christ. One who loves his enemies,
does good to those who hate him, and prays for those who despitefully use him. Being a
Christian has nothing to do with being a member of an Organized Church.
Club of Rome: The Club of Rome is a conspiratorial umbrella organization promoting the
One-World Government, a marriage between Anglo-American financiers and the old Black
(Secret) Nobility families of Europe, particularly the so-called "nobility" of London (Queen
Elizabeth, Prince Philip and Prince Charles), Venice and Genoa. The key to the successful
control of the world is their ability to create and manage savage economic recessions and
eventual depressions. The Committee of 300, the 300 richest families in the world, looks to
social convulsions on a global scale - followed by depressions, to decimate the economy of all
nations, to keep Third World countries in abject poverty and to turn First World countries, such
as the U.S.A., into Third World countries.
Organized in 1968 by the Morgenthau Group, the Club of Rome’s purpose is to accelerate the
plans for all nations to be combined in a One World Government.
They have developed a plan to divide the entire world into ten regions or Kingdoms, to be ruled
by an appointed, NOT elected, governor, under the direction of the United Nations.
Communism: Communism is the ultimate counterfeit of "mankind." It is God’s Plan of
Salvation - - - but WITHOUT God. God has promised in His Word that all things ultimately
will be made right, that there will be peace in His kingdom, and that all people are equal.
Communism is “man’s” feeble attempt to bring that about. And they will appear to succeed for
a while, bringing the worst carnage that has ever been on the earth - to America, and to the rest
of the world. The Communists, a group dominated by the Zionist Jews, claim they will bring
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peace to the world. But their definition of “peace” is - the elimination of all resistance to their
policies, by whatever means necessary.
They are ruthless demons. Their unregenerate hearts are wicked and they want everything for
themselves. That is why they will have to bring about their brand of “peace” by force. But God
never forces.
Everyone is equal, according to God’s Word. But “Man” says that the lower levels of humanity,
the “goyim”, are indeed, all equal. But the elite are special and have the right to plunder those
who are less fortunate. This “belief”, by the way, comes directly from the Jewish Talmud.
When it comes to the rulers, “Those who do not fear God, fear the people. “ That is why they
must rule by force!
Communism masquerades as a classless, stateless social/governmental form of rule based upon
common ownership of the means of production. But the truth is that Communism is a plan to
enslave the masses under the iron fist of the elitists. Its origin is right out of the Jewish Talmud,
and virtually all the important leaders of the Bolshevik Communist Revolution were Jews,
including Leon Trotsky, a Zionist Jew (real name Lev Davidovich Bronstein), who was
recruited and funded by the Zionist Jewish bankers of Wall Street to play a critical role in the
Russian Revolution. Karl Marx was a Jew. Vladimir Lenin (real name Vladimir Ilyich
Ulyanov) was a Jew, as were approximately 80% of all the leaders of the Bolshevik Revolution.
The Communist goals: the elitists will own everything, the middle class will be eliminated either
by murdering them or confiscating all their property and possessions, thus allowing only two
classes to remain - the elitists and the slaves!
Communism is NOT dead. It is alive and well and running this country, the United States.
Communism is defined by the Ten Planks of the Communist Manifesto. ALL Ten Planks,
except for a portion of one of them (abolition of private property – now well on its way to
enforcement), have been installed in the U.S. Government. The United States, at this time in
history, has a Communist government, whether you want to believe it or not.
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR): The CFR was founded on July 29, 1921, in New York
City by Col. Edward Mandell House (real name: Haus - Jewish), chief adviser to President
Woodrow Wilson, in league with the stockholders of The Federal Reserve. A communist, Haus
was part of a conspiracy to gain control of both U.S. political parties to use them as instruments
in the creation of a socialist (communist) world government.
The roster of the 2,900 CFR members reads like a “who’s who” of the elite politicians, media,
financiers, businessmen, military and educators. Their covert plan is to “manage the International economy, global poverty, environment and the new ‘common’ - - - the oceans, the
seabeds, space, interstate violence, including arms control. They will manage the money, the
land, the food, and the guns - - - of everyone in the world!
If one group is effectively in control of national governments and multinational corporations;
promotes world government through control of media, foundation grants, and education; and
controls and guides the issues of the day; then they control most options available. The Council
on Foreign Relations (CFR), and the financial powers behind it, has done all these things. For
over seventy years, they have promoted the "New World Order.”
As the promotional arm of the Ruling Elite in the United States of America, the CFR includes
most influential politicians, academics and media personalities in America as members. It uses
its influence to infiltrate the New World Order into American life. CFR "experts" write
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scholarly pieces to be used in decision making, the academics expound on the wisdom of a
united world, and the media members disseminate the message.
Fabian Socialism: Fabian Socialism is a form of communism that silently and with subtlety,
infiltrates a government to take it over without a shot (as the Zionist Jews have already done in
America), as opposed to Communism, which generally comes in with tanks and guns to take
over rapidly by force and immediately quash all dissent. The only real difference between
Communism and Fabian Socialism is the speed and method of the takeover. The outcome is the
same. Force is used by Communism on Third world countries, whereas Fabian Socialism is
reserved for First world countries, like the United States, Great Britain and Australia.
Freemasonry: Freemasonry is a world-wide secret society masquerading as a benign fraternal
brotherhood organized for the purpose of “doing good.” The lower level members believe that
those belonging to the “craft” actually worship the God of the Bible. Only at the 33rd degree
do the members learn that the “God” the Masons worship is Lucifer!
Masonic orders have contained the most influential men in many governments, and virtually
every Occult order appears to have Masonic roots.
Sovereign Grand Commander of the Scottish Rite, Albert Pike, author of the classic treatise of
the Masons, Morals and Dogma, has stated: “Masonry. . . conceals its secrets from all except
the Adepts and Sages, and uses false explanations (lies) and misinterpretations of its symbols to
mislead.”
“Yes, Lucifer is God. . . The Masonic Religion should be, by all of us initiates of the high
degrees, maintained in the purity of the Luciferian doctrine.” General Albert Pike, 33,
Sovereign Grand Commander of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Free Masonry, USA
“One of the unheralded and least known facts about Freemasonry and the Masonic Lodge is its
Jewish origins and nature. The religion of Judaism, based on the Babylonian Talmud, and the
Jewish Kabala, an alchemical system of magic and deviltry, form the basis for the Scottish
Rite’s 33 ritual degree ceremonies.” Masonic Jews Plot to Control the World, Texe Marrs
Its Jewish origins and nature are further demonstrated by the following: 1) It uses only the Old
Testament for saying oaths. Use of the New Testament is forbidden, and, 2) It prohibits the
mention of the name of Jesus Christ within the lodge.
The Jewish Tribune of New York, on October 28, 1927, stated; “Masonry is based on Judaism.
Eliminate the teachings of Judaism from the Masonic Ritual and what is left?”
The well known rabbi, Isaac Wise, was emphatic when he concluded: “Freemasonry is a
Jewish establishment, whose history, grades, official appointments, passwords, and explanations are Jewish from beginning to end.”
Freemasonry - the worship of Lucifer - will be the ultimate One World Religion soon
imposed on the entire world by the One World Government.
Gentiles – Goyim: The word Gentiles has nothing to do with ethnicity even though today, it is
a word used by cultural “Jews” as a derogatory term for “non-Jews.” It means beast, cattle, or
sub-human.
The Bible translators have mistranslated the word nations , a term that refers to the people who
did not know the one true God of the Bible, by using the word, Gentiles. The nations referred
to “unbelievers” who worshipped many pagan gods.
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The “believers” or worshipers of the one true God, were called Iudeans or Judeans, often
improperly translated “Jews”, as opposed to the nations or “unbelievers” who worshiped many
different gods.
The terms Judeans (incorrectly translated “Jews”) and Gentiles (nations) used in the Bible, are
not terms of ethnicity, they referred respectively to those who were either “believers” in the true
God, or “unbelievers.”
Again, this point needs to be emphasized. In the Bible, these terms have nothing to do with
ethnicity. They apply to those who follow the God of heaven and the Bible, or those who don’t!
Holocaust: A term that for years was defined as any devastating event. It was specifically used
to describe World Wars I and II, in general.
More recently this term has been “hi-jacked” by the Jews who use it, incorrectly, to describe the
purported treatment of the Jews at the hands of the Germans during World War II. Actually, it
better describes the Post-World War II treatment of the German citizens by the Allies (the U.S.,
U.K and USSR), who were taking their orders from International Jewry, including then-U.S.
President Dwight Eisenhower, a Swedish Jew, according to his West Point graduation yearbook.
Very few people realize that the Zionist Jewish version of the “Holocaust”, what the revisionists
refer to as the Holocaust Hoax, is the CENTREPIECE of the Zionist Jews’ Plan to destroy all
nations, control the entire world, slaughter most of the population of the earth, and reduce the
rest to slaves. Without the belief in the Zionist Jewish version of the “Holocaust” by the average
Jews, and everyone else as well, NONE of these things could occur! Their plans would be foiled!
For decades, America has been pummelled non-stop with “Holocaust” propaganda. On almost
every corner, in every city in America, a “Holocaust” museum is rising, paid for by U.S.
taxpayers. Propaganda about the “Holocaust” is filling the school textbooks and indoctrinating
the minds of our children.
What is the reason behind this incessant indoctrination?
It is absolutely essential that all Jews, in particular, and everyone else, in general, believe the
Zionist Jews’ version of the “Holocaust”, for the following reasons.
1. The rank and file Jews must be made to believe that non-Jews want them dead, and that
millions of Jews were killed because Hitler, apparently for NO REASON except blatant bigotry,
ordered their death.
2. The rank and file Jews must be terrified into believing that this “same thing” will happen
again - - if any one says any thing bad (even if it’s true) about any Jew. That is why the Hate
Crimes legislation is taking place in America. That is why the Zionist Jews are kidnapping and
illegally imprisoning anyone who questions the Zionist Jews’ version of the “Holocaust”,
including Ernst Zundel, Germar Rudolph, David Irving, Siegfried Verbeke, and others. They
have committed no “crime” other than to question history!
3. The forensic evidence regarding the “Holocaust”, hard facts painstakingly collected by the
Holocaust Revisionists, will stand up in any impartial court of law completely refuting the
supposed “eye witness” accounts of survivors, and the Zionist Jews know that! These “eyewitness” survivors, when placed under oath in a Court of Law, have withered on the stand under
cross-examination, admitting they lied, including one of the top Jewish supporters of the
Holocaust, Raul Hilberg.
Instead of countering this forensic evidence that refutes the Zionist Jewish version of the
“Holocaust” with hard evidence supporting their views, the Zionist Jews respond with insults,
smears, more arrests, assassinations, non-stop propaganda campaigns, and rapidly multiplying
“Holocaust” museums. Never once do they sit down with the Revisionists to discuss the issues!
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4. The present Jewish curator of Auschwitz, Franciszek Piper, has admitted publicly that the
number of Jews supposedly killed at Auschwitz, was highly inflated. Since this revelation
appeared in his book, the plaque at Auschwitz has been changed, DECREASING BY ALMOST 3 MILLION, the number of Jews supposedly killed at Auschwitz during World War II.
This Truth, coming from the Auschwitz Camp curator himself, is reaching the general population causing increasing investigation into these crucial events.
This decrease of almost 3 million, straight from the mouth of the Auschwitz Camp Curator,
should reduce by HALF, the total of “6 million” supposedly killed in the “Holocaust.” We
should no longer hear about the “6 million.” If any number is used by the Jews, it should be 3
million. But, no, their figures never change! “6 million” is still the number trumpeted around
the world!
That is why the Zionist Jews are stepping up their vengeful plan of intimidation and imprisonment of those who tell the truth. Once enough people learn the truth, their house of cards will
come tumbling down!
5. Without the Zionist Jews’ version of the “Holocaust” and the fear instilled in the rank and file
Jews against non-Jews, there would be more intermarrying between Jews and non-Jews. They
would assimilate into the country of their residence instead of remaining separate.
But this assimilation into the land of their residence must be stopped, according to the Zionist
Jews, who need more “Jews” to inhabit the lands they are planning to take over for themselves,
such as Iraq, Iran, Syria, and other oil-rich countries. Just as they have encouraged illegal
Jewish settlements in the Palestinian territories, so they will encourage illegal Jewish settlements in these other countries, as soon as enough American men and women have tragically
died, securing these lands for Israel.
But the BIG Zionist Jews have no conscience. They will sacrifice “Jews” as easily as they will
sacrifice non-“Jews” - if it serves their purpose. Hundreds of thousands of Israeli “settlers” will
be destined to a horribly painful, premature death in lands filled with tons of deadly, depleted
uranium, purposely and knowingly placed there by Israeli-backed U.S. military leaders. The
newborn children of these “Jewish” settlers will be horribly disfigured, and the incidence of
cancer among them will skyrocket.
But as The BIG Jew, Bertrand Russell, wrote in his book, The Impact of Science on Society,
“Really high-minded people are indifferent to suffering, especially the suffering of others.”
6. Without the Zionist Jews’ version of the “Holocaust”, and the fear that “THIS could happen
again,” the rank and file Jew would not be so willing to risk his or her life to live in Israel, under
rotten conditions - in a state of almost constant war - in order to secure the “homeland” for their
leaders.
The rank and file Jews should take note that NONE of the really BIG Jews live in Israel. None
of the BIG Jews, such as the Rothschilds, the Warburgs, Edgar Bronfman, Maurice Strong, the
Rockefellers, Henry Kissinger, the Wall Street and International Bankers, or even the NeoCons, live in Israel. Instead, they all have their luxurious homes and headquarters in the U.S.,
the U.K., France or some other beautiful, safe, relatively peaceful, comfortable country. These
BIG Jews don’t want their lives endangered! They much prefer that the rank and file Jews risk
their lives in Israel so the BIG BOYS can own the world!
If there is so much anti-Semitism, oppression, and persecution of Jews in all these countries,
why do the BIG Jews live there? And thrive there? And get super-rich there?
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The rank and file Jews have been CONNED by their own self-proclaimed Zionist Jewish
leaders!
The rank and file Jews do not understand the true goal of Zionism. They believe, as they are
taught, that Zionism is an international movement to secure a homeland for Jews in Palestine.
But the BIG Zionist Jews know that the real goal of Zionism is to control the world completely,
and to kill or enslave its citizens.
Many Jews claim to be anti-Zionism, but most, if not all, of these same Jews believe in the
Zionist Jews’ version of the “Holocaust” which is the CENTREPIECE of Zionism!
So, while claiming to be anti-Zionism, they are unknowingly and unwittingly supporting
the centrepiece of Zionism, the very cause they profess to abhor!
7. Without the Zionist Jews’ version of the Holocaust, the rank and file Jews would assimilate
into the population of the country where they reside, live a normal life like everyone else, and
the Zionist Jews’ goal of World Control could never be attained.
8. Without the Zionist Jews’ version of the “Holocaust”, the Jews could not collect millions
upon millions of dollars from 1) Germany in reparations, 2) Switzerland from bank accounts, 3)
the U.S. in loans that are never repaid, as “guilt” money for not somehow preventing the
“Holocaust.” This money is then used to support the state of Israel, to allow them to become
the Number One nuclear power in the Middle East, to allow them to return a sizeable portion of
that same money to the U.S., to buy and own our U.S. Senators, Congressmen, and President,
and thus, to undermine and control our government.
That is why the Zionist Jews must intimidate and imprison those who know the truth
about the “Holocaust.”
What are they trying to hide?
If they were real men, they would come out of the shadows and sit down and discuss the
issues. That is all the Revisionists are asking!
Holocaust Revisionist: Revisionists, in general, spend their time in research, attempting to find
the truth in history, and then “Revise” back to truth, the myths that have so often been written
into the textbooks and the history books by hired agents of the elitists for their propaganda
purposes.
Holocaust Revisionists agree that Jews, Gypsies, some Christians, and some others were
detained in German-run internment camps in European countries, including Poland and Germany, during World War II, the reason being that International Jewry had declared publicly,
including in headlines of European newspapers, that if Germany went to war against England,
the Jews living in Germany would sabotage the German war effort. This automatically
made the Jews “enemies of the State” by any nation’s laws. However, Holocaust Revisionists
do not agree that there was any German plan to exterminate Jews, nor were there any homicidal
gas chambers in any concentration camps.
Human Rights Tribunals: Most Americans have no idea of the treachery of Human “Rights”
Tribunals. In a regular Court of Law, a) the defendant is innocent until proven guilty, b) the
defendant is allowed to know the charges against him, c) the defendant has the right to face his
accuser, d) the defendant’s attorney has the right to cross-examine the witness/accuser, and e)
TRUTH is a defence. In other words, if the defendant is accused by the State of lying and the
defendant can prove that he has, indeed, told the TRUTH, he is exonerated – he is NOT guilty.
This is the way it should be.
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However, in a Human “Rights” Tribunal, the defendant, in actuality, has NO rights: a) he must
somehow prove his innocence, rather than being presumed innocent until proven guilty by the
State, b) secret witnesses are allowed to give secret testimony and the defendant has no right to
know the charges against him. (How can anyone defend himself against unknown charges?)
C) the secret witnesses can remain secret and the accused has no right to know the identity of
these “witnesses”, d) obviously, if the witnesses are not obligated to reveal their identity and are
not obligated to appear in court, they have not been sworn to tell the truth, and never have to
testify under oath, nor can they be cross-examined by the defendant’s attorney, and e) TRUTH
IS NO DEFENCE!
According to the “rules” of the Human Rights Tribunals in Canada, Germany and many other
countries, it doesn’t matter if what the defendant has said is TRUE! It only matters if the people
in control are offended by what the defendant has said.
Human Rights Tribunals are operational in Canada and Germany, and are completely controlled
by the Zionist Jews. Holocaust Revisionist, Ernst Zundel, was “tried” under this ridiculous,
unlawful, and treacherous system in Canada.
George W. Bush has spoken publicly about this issue, threatening to establish Human “Rights”
Tribunals in America and in the different countries where torture prisons are run by the U.S.
(and Israel – from behind the scenes).
These will be nothing but kangaroo courts aimed at railroading into the Gulag Concentration
Camps, (and worse) all those who object to any and all policies of the New World Order.
Illuminati: The Order of the Illuminati was started, on May 1, 1776, by Adam Weishaupt, a
Jew who was also in the Jesuit Order of the Catholic Church, thus making him a Jewish Jesuit.
The true purpose of the Illuminati is world hegemony: a One World Order ruled by an elite
pretending to represent the common man, but in reality disenfranchising and enslaving the entire
population of the world for the Illuminati’s own selfish, evil purposes. Their agents are bred,
educated, and trained to be placed behind the scenes at all levels of government. As experts and
advisers, they mould government policy to further the secret plans of their masters. They lure
people away from God by offering them money, the world, the flesh, and the devil.
Those who direct the Illuminati are against Christ and in favour of Satan. They always remain
in the dark, behind the scenes, unidentified, and generally unsuspected. They use all peoples to
serve their diabolical purposes. By supplying arms and money to both sides in wars, the
Illuminati divide and conquer, instigating peoples of the world to fight and kill each other to
achieve the Zionist Jews’ objective of world control. The terrorism of atomic warfare is
deliberately fostered, and world famines are purposely created. Their primary goal is to form a
One World Government, destroying all religions and national governments in the process.
Israelites: A term used in the Old Testament to define those who were followers of the true
God, even though some followed God very poorly. Jacob’s name was changed to “Israel” when
he finally realized that a life of lying (to his father) and stealing (the birthright from his brother
– and animals from his father-in-law) was not the way to live. When he had confessed his
wrongs to God and agreed to make amends with his brother, God changed Jacob’s name to Israel
– a Spiritual name, signifying that he was now “right with God and man.”
His offspring, the physical offspring of Israel (Jacob’s Spiritual name), also became known,
spiritually, as “Israelites.” It was a designation of those who worshipped the true God.
The word Israelite and the word “Jew” are not synonymous. There was no “J” in the Greek or
English alphabet until around the 14th century, or later, certainly not at the time the Bible was
written. In fact, as noted below, the word “Jew” does not appear in the Bible, it was been written
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in by the translators. The original Greek word is Iudean (later changed to “Judean”) and referred
to an area in Palestine inhabited in Bible times mainly by those who worshiped the true God.
The word “Israelite” has no relationship to the word “Israeli” which describes those who
presently live in the state of Israel. The majority of Israelis are atheists, and therefore do not
qualify as Israelites - worshipers of the true God.
Jesuits: The Society of Jesus (the Jesuits) is a Roman Catholic religious order founded in 1534
by Ignatius of Loyola, a Spanish soldier. In 1540, the group received a charter from Rome in
which the members promised total loyalty to the Pope. Their Jesuit Oath demands the initiate to
lie, steal or murder, without hesitation, if ordered to do so by his superior.
Formed primarily to destroy the Protestant Reformation AND the Protestants, the Jesuits are led
by their Jesuit General, often referred to as the “Black” Pope, who rules from behind the scenes.
That position has been held for years by Peter-Hans Kolvenbach who is often termed the “Most
Powerful Man in the World.”
There is mounting evidence that the three major recent leaders of the Catholic church are ALL
Jewish. Pope John Paul II had a Jewish mother and a Jewish grandmother. The present Pope,
former Cardinal Ratzinger, may well be a German Jew (Ratzinger is a Jewish name), and the
“Black Pope”, Jesuit General Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, could not look more Jewish. View his
picture and you decide.
That means that the Catholic Church is probably “owned” and secretly run from the inside, by
the Jews.
So the great debate about “Who runs the New World Order, the Jesuits of the Catholic Church
– or – the Jews”, doesn’t need to take place? The answer is obvious. “They are One and the
Same!” During the Spanish Inquisition, the Jews were threatened by the Catholic Church,
“Convert or be killed.” So the leaders of International Jewry advised the Jews to appear to
convert, but in reality, join – infiltrate - and take over from the inside, the structure of the
Catholic Church. This is what occurred.
Remember the barbaric spirit of the Catholic Church during the Dark Ages when true Christians
were horribly tortured by supposed holy men of the “Church”. Millions were martyred in the
most gruesome ways.
That same “spirit” that is being manifested by the Jews’ treatment of the Palestinians, AND by
the American government’s treatment of Iraqi and Afghanistani prisoners in Abu Ghraib and
other torture prisons on foreign soil run by the U.S. Government.
Unfortunately, this type of torture is now becoming common in U.S. prisons on U.S. soil, many
of which are owned by a company called Wackenhut, a company owned and run by former CIA
personnel. I will have more about Wackenhut later.
Jew: Who is a Jew? There is no such thing as an “ethnic” Jew. Jewishness is a culture, not an
ethnicity. Even if one’s parents are considered “Jewish” that doesn’t mean that he is an ethnic
“Jew.” If being “Jewish” is an “ethnicity”, then who was the FIRST “Jew”?
Most “Jews” will respond, “Abraham was the FIRST Jew!” But Abraham was NOT a “Jew”!
He was a Babylonian, from Ur of the Chaldees (Babylon). His wife, Sarah, was also a
Babylonian, and they were married in Ur of the Chaldees - Babylon.
Subsequently, they moved to the pagan area of Canaan. But that certainly did not make them
“Jewish.”
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Then they had a son, Isaac, who was now the son of two Babylonians, living in Canaan. That
did NOT make Isaac “Jewish.”
Then Isaac and Rebecca had twin sons, Jacob and Esau. Esau was the “father” of the Edomite
nation – and NO ONE considers the Edomites “Jewish.” How could Jacob be “Jewish” if his
twin brother was NOT “Jewish”?
Jacob was NOT “Jewish.” He was just the grandson of two Babylonians who were living in
the pagan country of Canaan.
Then Jacob had 12 sons by four different wives. That did NOT make his sons “Jewish.”
Then the whole family moved down to Egypt – which certainly did NOT make them
“Jewish.” The whole group stayed in Egypt for 400 years while their numbers grew, but there
is no evidence that they mystically became “Jewish” while living in Egypt!
After the group multiplied, God, through Moses, brought them OUT OF Egypt and into the
desert wilderness where they stayed for forty years. Living in the desert did NOT make them
“Jewish.”
In addition, the Bible tells us that the group that left Egypt was a “mixed multitude” (Exodus
12:38), meaning there were some Egyptians and other nationalities among them.
After the forty years, they were brought into the pagan land of Canaan, where (against God’s
express command) they intermarried with the pagan Canaanites. THAT certainly didn’t make
them “Jewish.”
So - - - - WHEN or WHERE was the FIRST Jew?
There never was one!
The Bible translators made up the word “Jew.”
The word “Jew” is a mistranslation of the word “Iudean” or “Judean” which was a location in
Palestine, and referred to the group who, at that time, worshiped the one God of heaven (they
were “believers” even though they were constantly straying from God), as opposed to the
“Nations” (often mistranslated “Gentiles”) who worshipped many different gods, and were the
“Unbelievers.”
In the Bible, the word “Iudean” or “Judean” refers to a geographical location (Judea) or a
religious belief, NOT an ethnicity. If one worshiped the true God of heaven, he was termed a
“Judean” – a “Believer” – since most of the “Believers” (in the true God) lived in the area of
Judea at that time. If one was an atheist or worshiped pagan gods, he was termed as one of the
“nations” or an “Unbeliever.”

So, Who is a “Jew”?
Is one a “Jew” because his religion is Judaism and he goes to Temple?
Or is one a “Jew” because his family is “Jewish” – even though he may not be “religious”? In
that case is he a Cultural “Jew”?
The truth is that those who consider themselves “Jewish” can conveniently slide from one
category to another with great ease – Culture – Religion – or what they like to believe is
“Ethnicity” while continuing to maintain that he is a “Jew.”
CONCLUSION: There is NO SUCH THING as an “ethnic” Jew! Jewishness is a Culture
- - NOT an ethnicity. And the Jewish Culture is the Culture of the Talmud, the writings of the
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Pharisees who were taken captive from Palestine to Babylon when Jerusalem was destroyed. In
70 A.D. (See “Talmud” below.)
Are ALL Jews alike? Not at all. There are many people who consider themselves “Jewish”
who are wonderful, honest people. On the other hand, there are some “Jews” who believe they
are better than other ethnic groups, just as some whites, Asians, and others may believe they are
superior. This, of course, is wrong, no matter what group one belongs to.
But the ruling elite of International Jewry, the Zionist Jews, have a diabolic agenda - - total
control of the whole World by force, for their own greed and desire for power.
Included in this elite group of Zionist Jews are the Rothschilds, the Warburgs, the Rockefellers,
Henry Kissinger, most, if not all the royal families of Europe, the Wall Street Bankers, media
baron, Rupert Murdoch, Seagram’s whiskey heir, Edgar Bronfman, head of the World Jewish
Congress, the Neo-cons, and many others, men who have NO allegiance to ANYONE or
ANYTHING except themselves and Zionism! They constantly propagandise the rank and file
Jews of the world with the lie that every non-Jew is their enemy, terrorizing them into a cohesive
group.
Yet, the top-level Zionist Jews would sacrifice the rank and file “Jew” in an instant if it serves
their own selfish purpose of total domination of the World! (See Zionism, below.)
Judaism: The religion of the Pharisees – the antithesis of Christianity: There are three main
branches of Judaism; Orthodox, Conservative and Reform.
Orthodox: Traditionalists who observe most of the traditional dietary and ceremonial laws of
Judaism.
Conservative: Do not hold to the importance of a Jewish state, but put more emphasis on the
historic and religious aspects of Judaism, doctrinally somewhere between Orthodox and Reform.
Reform: The liberal wing of Judaism, culture and race oriented with little concerns about
doctrinal or religious beliefs.
The religious beliefs of most forms of Judaism are from the Talmud, the writings of “man” – the
Pharisees, rather than the Tanach – the Old Testament of the Bible, the writings of God through
His inspired writers.
It has been said that Judaism IS Talmudism! And there is much evidence to support this. (See
“Talmud” below)
The term “Judeo-Christian”, often heard in Christian conversation, is an oxymoron.
Judaism, the religion lived and taught by the Pharisees, is the ANTITHESIS of Christianity.
Jesus vehemently denounced the teachings of the Pharisees, as well as the Pharisees themselves,
and took His followers OUT OF the synagogues, the Organized Church of that day.
Kabbalah: A system of Jewish mysticism, essentially witchcraft, that has recently become
popular especially with many actors in Hollywood, the majority of whom are Jewish, including
Madonna, Demi Moore, Roseanne Barr, and many others. It teaches that man’s “salvation” is
found within himself, and that “man” can become “god.”
Knights of Malta: The Knights of Malta are the militia of the Pope, and are sworn to total
obedience by a blood oath that is taken extremely seriously and to the death. The Pope as the
head of the Vatican is also the head of a foreign national power.
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This has virtually nothing to do with the Roman Catholic religion, and everything to do with
being a participant in one of the four major "player-organizations" for world domination - those
players being British Freemasonry, French Freemasonry, International Zionism, and the Vatican.
As a member of the Knights of Malta, and by virtue of your blood oath of obedience to the Pope,
you are required to support to the death the desires of the head of the Order of the Knights of
Malta - in this case, the Pope - over and above any other allegiance you may feel or pretend to
feel toward any other loyalty - such as a loyalty to the Constitution of the united States of America.
Those who are presently members of the Knights of Malta must on penalty of death support
those policies advocated by the Vatican. It is not hard for them to do this. They BELIEVE in
these policies and principles. The polices which are espoused and proclaimed by Pope John Paul
II, and the present Pope Benedict, are as follows:
1. End of sovereignty for the United States and other countries.
2. End of absolute property rights.
3. End of all gun rights.
4. The new international economic Order (world government).
5. The redistribution of wealth and jobs.
6. Calls for nations to trust the United Nations.
7. Total disarmament.
8. Promote the United Nations as the hope for peace.
9. Promote UNESCO, the deadly educational and cultural arm of the United Nations.
10. Promote interdependence.
11. Support sanctions honoring Father Pierre Teilhard de Chardin - the New Age
Humanist Priest.
12. Support the belief that the economic principle of traditional Christian or Catholic social doctrine is the economic principle of communism.
13. Promote the Pope as the acting go-between for the United States and the Soviet
Union
Knights Templar: The Order of the Knights Templar has its roots in the Crusades. Today, the
Order is a part of the York Rite in Freemasonry. In the 1700's when Freemasonry became public,
they began to incorporate symbols and traditions of the medieval Knights Templar. The original
medieval Order of Knights Templar was established after the First Crusade, and existed from
approximately 1118 to 1312.
The present Order of the Knights Templar is a part of Freemasonry and the other numerous
Secret Societies that are working towards control of the world, setting up a One World
Government, and eventual enslavement of the population of the world.
Neo-Conservative (Neo-Con): Neo-Conservatives are neither “New” (Neo) nor Conservative.
To be blunt, they are nothing more than Trotskyite Communists dressed up in Republican
“clothes.” They are NOT “New” or “neo,” because they are communists and communism has
been around for hundreds of years. In addition, they are NOT “Conservatives,” but, in fact, are
almost always frighteningly liberal!
The Communists have “owned” the Democratic Party for years. Now, through the Neo-Cons,
the Communists now own the Republican Party, as well. These men have infiltrated the U.S.
government and essentially control it from behind the scenes. Their group includes
a) Richard Perle, Advisor to the Pentagon, Paul Wolfowitz, present President of the
World Bank and former Undersecretary of Defense, under Donald Rumsfeld, who
Wolfowitz controlled,
b) Richard Perle, Advisor to the Pentagon,
c) Douglas Feith, former Undersecretary of State, under Wolfowitz,
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d) William Kristol, editor of the Weekly Standard, and a seemingly favourite TV
guest on political matters, and others.
They are all Zionist Jews and their allegiance is to Israel. They have infiltrated the U.S.
government and taken it over from the inside and are using the U.S. Government to fight
Israel’s wars for them. (See below – Project for a New American Century.) They control the
U.S. President, presently George W. Bush, and the entire administration. They are the ones
behind the scenes orchestrating the U.S. foreign and domestic policy for the good of Israel and
the extreme detriment of the United States.
New World Order: There is a worldwide conspiracy being orchestrated by an extremely
powerful and influential group of genetically-related individuals (at least at the highest echelons) which include many of the world's wealthiest people, top political leaders, and corporate
elite, as well as members of the so-called “Black” Nobility (Black – meaning those who have
usurped the throne) of Europe (dominated by the British Crown) whose goal is to create a One
World (fascist/communist) Government, stripped of nationalistic and regional boundaries, that
is obedient to their agenda.
Their intention is to effect complete and total control over every human being on the planet
and to dramatically reduce the world's population by 5.5 Billion people. While the name New
World Order is a term frequently used today when referring to this group, it's more useful to
identify the principal organizations, institutions, and individuals who make up this vast interlocking spider web of elite conspirators, including the Bilderbergers, the Club of Rome, the
Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission, and the Committee of 300, to name a
few.
One World Religion/Ecumenism: The New World Order, run from behind the scenes by the
Zionist Jews, plans to use “religion” to bring the masses into their “fold.” They understand that
“man” has a desire to “worship”, although they are unaware that it is God Who created this
desire in man.
Nevertheless, they have an acute understanding of the need to replace “Revealed” religion
(spirituality from the Bible, the Word of God) with “Social” religion – a light weight, superficial, weak, “fluffy” religion of mushy “love” that is now being taught in many of the megachurches. The members of these churches sit “at the feet” of their pastors, with great adoration,
imbibing every word they speak. The brand of Christianity taught to these “Christians” rarely
leads to the development of strength of character, a strength that can withstand serious persecution. Their leaders preach doctrines for “itching ears”, as the Bible says. It’s a “feel-good”
religion.
These Protestant denominations will eventually be melded together with the Catholic Church
(these agreements between various denominations and the Catholic Church are being negotiated
right now, and have been for the last two or three decades). The late Pope John Paul II, spent
much of his time paving the way for the addition of the other non-Christian religions, such as
Hindus, Buddhists, New-Agers, etc., to the “Christian” church.
Eventually, they will join ALL religions together into a One World Religion. From there, the
One World Religion will preach that God and Jesus Christ do not exist, a religion of Secular
Humanism - atheism. But as noted above, the leaders of the coming One World Government
KNOW that humanity has a “need” to worship. So, finally, the One World Religion will be
transformed into Luciferianism, the religion of Freemasonry – the worship of Lucifer – Satan!
Those who refuse to go along with this scheme will be subject to great persecution, and many
will be martyred. (See Revelation, Chapter 13) They will not be allowed to buy or sell, and will
be subjected to starvation, imprisonment, and physical, psychological, and spiritual persecution,
and even death.
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Project for a New American Century (PNAC): A neo-conservative think-tank that promotes
total world domination through the use of force. The neo-conservatives are primarily Zionist
Jews who have allegiance to Israel, and many of the most prominent neo-cons have dual
citizenship: Israel and the U.S. William Kristol, whose father, Irving Kristol is a Trotskyite
Communist – is the Chairman. Other Zionist Jewish neo-cons include Paul Wolfowitz, now
Chairman of the World Bank, Douglas Feith, formerly Undersecretary of Defence, Richard
Perle, advisor to the Pentagon, and Dov Zakheim, former Comptroller of the Pentagon, on
whose watch a Trillion dollars went missing.
He is also considered by many to be the Mastermind behind 9/11. These neo-cons are
communists dressed up in Republican “clothes” who have infiltrated and taken over the
Republican party AND the entire U.S. Government. They control, from behind the scenes, these
puppets: President George W. Bush, VP Dick Cheney, Secretary of Defence Rumsfeld, Secretary of State, Condoleeza Rice, and many others.
Israel, through the neo-cons, controls the U.S. Presidency, and the entire U.S. government. The
United States is a “colony” of Israel. It is Israel’s plan to use the armed forces of the United
States, the sons and daughters of Americans, to fight and die for the so-called “War on Terror”
which is nothing more than Israeli expansionism of their own borders, Israel’s plan to take over
all the oil-rich nations in middle east, Israel’s plan to wipe out the Palestinians and as many
Arabs as possible from the face of the earth, and eventually rule the world with an iron fist.
Ariel Sharon, recent Prime Minister of Israel, said it best, “I want to tell you something very
clear: Don’t worry about American pressure on Israel. We, the Jewish people, control America,
and the Americans know it.” Ariel Sharon, Oct 3, 2001.
The Talmud: A vast collection of Jewish laws and traditions, the Talmud, is Judaism’s holiest
book(s). Evidence of this is found in the Talmud itself, Erubin 21b (Soncino edition): “My son,
be more careful in the observance of the words of the Scribes than in the words of the Torah
(Old Testament).”
The Talmud nullifies the Bible by permitting and encouraging virtually everything the Bible
defines as Sin! While on earth, Jesus made a direct reference to the Talmud when he denounced
the Pharisees, the leaders of the synagogue, for voiding the Scripture by teaching the traditions
of men. (Mark 7:1-13)
Non-Jews (derogatorily referred to as goyim, minim, heathen, or gentiles, by the Jews) are
considered to be no better than cattle, according to the Talmud, so their possessions, their land,
and even their lives can be taken at will, by the Jews.
The teachings of the Jewish Babylonian Talmud are arguably the most bigoted, despicable, and
hate-filled teachings known to man. Keep in mind that they have a “sanitized” version available
for non-Jews.
And before I hear a lot of wailing of “Anti-Semite! Anti-Semite! from Jews, I suggest you
investigate – thoroughly – for yourself, what the Talmud says. Jews have no right to point the
finger at anyone else for bigotry while they humiliate, mutilate and assassinate the Palestinians,
and while the Jews hold as “holy” a book (the Talmud) that denigrates all non-Jews as beasts.
I have a number of Jewish friends. They are wonderful people. I am not against “Jews” in
general, but I am against ANYONE, Jew, Asian, White, Black, or Brown, who thinks that he or
she is better than others because of his or her culture, race or social standing.
For more information on this subject, see Judaism’s Strange Gods by Michael A. Hoffman II.
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Trilateral Commission: Founded in 1973 by David Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, and other leaders of the Council on Foreign Relations and the Bilderberg Group, the
Trilateral Commission is a non-governmental organization composed of 350 representatives of
Japan, the European Union Countries, and North America (United States, Canada and, recentlyadded, Mexico).
According to the late Senator Barry Goldwater, the Trilateral Commission is a “vehicle for
multinational consolidation of commercial and banking interests” into the hands of the One
World Government. Even though it has a Website on the Internet and appears open and
obvious, it is a part of the clandestine One World Government plan to rule the world.
David Rockefeller sneers at those who say the Trilateral Commission is part of a grand
conspiracy to take over the whole world, but he has stated in speeches to Congress that the
average citizen of the U.S., or any country, does not have the brains or ability to make the proper
decisions about anything, including their own life, therefore, the elite, like Rockefeller and his
friends, have the right and the obligation to run the world and everyone in it.
Universal Restoration vs Universalism: The Doctrine of Universal Restoration states that
eventually God will save everyone – but only after they have reaped what they have sown. He
will save them FROM their sins, NOT IN their sins. There are over 100 texts in the Bible that
support this doctrine. (See “What Happens at the Judgment?”)
On the other hand, the Doctrine of Universalism states that God will save everyone, no matter
how they behave. God will save them IN their sins. In other words, Universalists believe that
God will not require that sinners stop sinning and become changed into the image of God. They
believe that God has no standards – anything is acceptable! This is a blatantly UNBIBILICAL
doctrine.
Wicca and Witchcraft: Wicca and witchcraft are interchangeable terms. They both refer to a
pagan, earth-centred religion. In wicca or witchcraft, the earth – the creation - is worshipped,
whereas in Christianity, the Creator is worshipped.
There are various levels of witchcraft, from the festivals and seasonal days of celebration - to
outright Satanism, the worship of Satan. But all levels deny the Creator, and, instead, worship
the creation. One has to pick his master: God or Satan. If one is not worshiping God, the
Creator, then he is worshiping Satan, while holding the illusion that he is worshiping the earth
and nature.
The ancient Celtic Druids who practiced witchcraft were involved in casting evil spells as well
as offering human sacrifices. The more one becomes involved at any level of wicca or
witchcraft, the more he or she will come under the control of Satan. This is serious business,
particularly now that witchcraft has become the “trendy” subject modern-day fantasy novels,
such as the Harry Potter books, and the TV programs Sabrina, Bewitched, Charmed, etc. The
use of psychics, Ouija boards, the casting of spells, and movies about witchcraft and other
aspects of the occult, are all dangerous as they open the door to control of the individual by evil
forces.
Practitioners of these various levels of wicca/witchcraft will deny the accuracy of this analysis,
claiming that their practices are benign, but they are unaware of the dangers they are courting.
Some who practice wicca contend that they are “white” witches, claiming to cast only “good”
spells. But there is no difference between “white” witches and “black” witches, according to
Satanists, including Anton LaVey, the late leader of the Church of Satan. ALL spells are evil
because they attempt to control another person’s life.
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World Health Organization: The World Health Organization (WHO), established in 1948, is
the U.N. System's authority on international public health issues. It is advertised as the organization that assists governments in improving national health services and in establishing
worldwide standards for foods, chemicals, and biological and pharmaceutical products. WHO
supposedly concentrates on preventive rather than curative programs, including efforts to
eradicate endemic and other widespread diseases, stabilize population growth, improve nutrition, sanitation, and maternal and child care.
But in reality, the World Health Organization is the “euthanasia” arm of the United Nations.
The United Nations is in the hands of Jewish Zionists, for example:
*The wife of the U.N. Secretary-General Koffi Annan, is a Jew, the niece of Raoul Wallenberg,
a member of the industrialist and banking Wallenberg clan. And it is possible that Annan,
himself, is a Jew.
*Hans Blix, the UN Chief Weapons Inspector whose information about Iraqi supposed “weapons of mass destruction” was instrumental in the decision by the U.S. (Neo-cons) administration
to invade Iraq, is Jewish.
*Boutros-Boutros Ghali, the former Secretary General of the United Nations was married to an
openly Jewish woman named Leah Nadler.
*The U.S. Ambassador to the U. N., John Bolton, is a Zionist Jew.
The covert goal of the World Health Organization is to decrease the population in all countries
of the world, especially the third world, by 1) vaccinations that CAUSE rather than prevent
disease, 2) forced birth control, abortion and sterilization, 3) manufactured famines by weather
control (creation of droughts), terminator seeds (seeds that don’t produce seeds), and withholding of meaningful medical care during pandemics, such as the AIDS pandemic in Africa.
“Food is Power. We use it to change behavior. Some may call that bribery. We do not
apologize.”
Catherine Bertini, Executive Director U.N. World Food Program Beijing, China, U.N. 4th
World Conference on Women, September, 1995
Zionism - 1) Jewish Zionism, and, 2) Christian Zionism:
Jewish Zionism: Zionism represents itself as a political movement concerned principally with
the establishment of a state in Palestine to be controlled by and for Jews. It began in the late 19th
Century and attained its stated objective with the creation in 1948 of the state of Israel by the
United Nations (at the insistence of the United States and without the agreement of existing
Middle Eastern states). Subsequently Israel doubled the amount of territory it controlled by
means of its illegal occupation of the West Bank in the 1967 and 1973 wars.
This is what the average Jew believes about Zionism.
In its current form, Zionism seeks to dominate all of Palestine and the Middle East by means of
violence and the threat of violence (using weapons manufactured and purchased with billions of
dollars of "aid" supplied by the United States), and to maximize its influence in world affairs
and in world history, principally by means of control of the government of the US (primarily by
blackmailing its many corrupt politicians), at the expense of the social well-being not only of
the Palestinians but of the peoples of all lands.
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But Zionism means something very different to the leaders of International Jewry. They know
full well that it is a plan to control the entire world, merge all corporations, businesses and
financial houses into their hands, destroy all dissidents, and enslave those who are left. Their
plan is to eliminate 5.5 billion of the world’s population by forced birth control, abortion,
manufactured famines, manufactured pandemic diseases, war, executions, and other ways as
revealed on this website.
* Jewish Zionism is the First Beast of Revelation, Chapter 13.
Christian Zionism: Many Christians, particularly Evangelical Christians, believe (incorrectly)
that the present-day “Jews” in Israel and the other Jews around the world (the Diaspora), are
God’s “Chosen People.” They support the Israelis brutal treatment of the Palestinians and
Israel’s attempt to build the third temple on the Temple Mount. By so doing, they believe that
they are “hastening the return of Jesus Christ.” (Please see “Who is the Church? Who is Israel?”)
This false doctrine of the Evangelicals, called “Dispensationalism,” originated primarily from
the Scofield Bible. But now mainline Christian Churches are embracing this error, and the Bible
predicts that the “whole world will follow after the Beast.” (Revelation 13:3)
* Christian Zionism is the Second Beast of Revelation, Chapter 13.
“Men often stumble over the Truth, but most pick themselves up
and hurry on as if nothing had happened.”
Winston Churchill
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"
(Isaiah 2:3).”
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